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e current exhibition consists of twenty-two icons and a num-
ber of smaller pieces selected from the collection of the Reverend
canon dr. J. Robert wright, st. Mark’s professor of church
history emeritus of e general eological seminary. 

composed of religious icons and articles from the Russian,
greek, serbian and ethiopian traditions, the icon collection cel-
ebrates faith and tradition artfully expressed in paint, textile and
silver-work of the orthodox churches. professor wright col-
lected the icons in this exhibit from locations throughout the
world, including europe, palestine and the us; the little
medal/icon in the exhibit (24) was discovered and purchased at
a rummage sale on a new york city street.

e passage from st. paul’s epistle to the colossians, Jesus “is
the image (icon) of the invisible god,” (1:15) is the inspirational
source of the iconographer who makes Jesus visible. icons invite
the beholder into the immediacy of intimacy with the holy
one. ey are a medium through which the beholder and the
one who is depicted may enter silently into a contemplative
space. icons connect us as a people of faith worshipping in dif-
ferent traditions to god, our common faith foundation. ey
help us to see god’s story in our story – and ours in god’s story.  

e catalog offers descriptions of the icons on exhibition, includ-
ing information about the subject of the icon, elements in the
composition, and school or stylistic nuances. in the case of some
icons the scriptural inspiration is identified. where there are two
icons of the same subject, comparisons are offered to enable the
viewer to appreciate subtle variations on a theme. unless other-
wise noted, all of the icons are written with egg tempera and
gesso on panels or on wood.

the subject matter of icons includes theological interpretations
and narration of scriptural events: for example the hospitality
of abraham; articles of faith, such as the trinity or belief in the
omniscient omnipresence of god; or the origin of pastoral
practice, such as the Maundy thursday liturgy of christ wash-
ing the feet of his disciples. several icons also depict stories or
events from the orthodox tradition, such as martyrdoms and
the lives of saints. 

it is our sincere prayer that those who experience the exhibition
may encounter the living god in new and deeper ways. 

is exhibit has been made possible in part through a gift from
anne and Randall greene.
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1, 14 e old testament trinity.
1 early 19th century Russian 11 ⅜˝x 9 ¼˝
14 Mid-20th century greek 16 ½˝ x 13 ¼˝

the Russian icon (1) expresses the style of the greatest Russian
iconographer, st. andrei Rublyov (or Rublev) (ca.1370-1430).
we see here the classical depiction of the trinity in eastern
iconography, expressing the spiritual unity and indivisibility of
the three angels who were welcomed by abraham and sarah at
the oak of Mamre near hebron. in gen 18:1-16 three name-
less strangers were furnished with food and drink at the home
of abraham and sarah. the angels in disguise promised the
aged couple that barren sarah would soon conceive and have
a son. hence the icon is also called “the hospitality of abra-
ham and sarah.” 

e single oak of Mamre in the background has been taken 
to represent the tree of eternal life. on the left, we see what is
probably abraham’s house, or as in later interpretations, con-
stantine’s basilica. note how the event is depicted outside the
building, not within it, in order to emphasize its trans-temporal
availability for all. note also the inverse perspective in the legs

of the chairs and the footstools of the angels, allowing for a more
detailed representation of parts of the scene. e composition as
a whole has a central circularity, the interior contours of the two
side figures even forming a chalice in the space between them.

from the common tradition of the early church expressed by
st. John of damascus in the 8th century, the greek icon (14)
shows the imagery of the perichoresis or divine dance, the classical
greek term for a balanced dance of three equals in a circle. in
the perichoresis three equal persons united in love gesture inward
toward the dish or chalice on the table, symbolic of the eucharist
upon an altar; this is probably a large chalice with bread mixed
in the wine, as by this date the eastern holy communion was
given by intinction. 

note the gap in the circle of the three on our side: they invite us
in to join the dance. in a way the depiction is incomplete with-
out the participation of the beholder. 

2, 28 e all-seeing eye of god (Vsevidyashchee oko bozhie)
2 Mid-19th century Russian 12 ¼˝ x 10 ½˝
28 Mid-19th century Russian 10 ½˝ x 9 ¼˝

ese icons depict the symbol of god’s all-seeing, penetrating
eye, which represents god’s omniscience. number 2 is a single
kovcheg (literally “ark” – a kind of sacred “box” in which the
sacred image is written. it is the recessed central area of the icon).
in the center is christ as emmanuel. emmanuel is placed on the
central figure of the sun; within this ring are four eyes. e sec-
ond circle contains a schematically depicted face with two pairs
of eyes. four star-like rays extend outward to four points; within

each is a symbol of one of the four evangelists. in number 28, a
double kovcheg, the next ring depicts stars and the Mother of
god, Mary in the orans (praying) posture. e next ring contains
seraphim. above Jesus is god the father with a beard. 

as we contemplate this icon we are reminded of the insight of
hagar in genesis 16:13 “ou god seest me.” (KJV)
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4 ascension of the prophet elijah
19th century Russian 8˝ x 6 ¾˝

e figure of elijah is important to Judaism, christianity and islam.
depictions of the ascension of the prophet elijah in a fiery chariot
are fairly common. is icon is rich with images which communi-
cate several key stories related to his prophetic ministry and
fulfillment of his prophecy. e upper-left register shows god in
heaven above a scene where elijah prays with his arms in the orans
position (arms open wide in prayer) standing near a fire. is
depicts the event told in 1 Kings 18:20-40 of a contest between
Jezebel’s prophets and elijah to demonstrate the power of god over
the god Baal. e lower-left front register depicts an event in 1
Kings 19:1-8 when elijah fled for his life from the wrath of Jezebel
after she learned that he had killed the prophets of Baal. elijah,
sleeping under a broom tree, is awakened by an angel who brings
him bread to sustain him on his journey into the wilderness. e
central and largest figure of this icon is the prophet elijah at the
mouth of the cave of Mt. horeb. (1 Kings 19:11-13) it is in this
place that elijah recognizes the presence of god “in a still small
voice.” (1 Kings 19:2 KJV) to the right of this image elijah and
elisha are standing together when god directs elijah to anoint
elisha prophet in his place. (1 Kings 19:16b) e mid- and upper-
right registers depict his ascension, with his mantle falling down to
elisha his disciple, who will succeed him. (2 Kings 2:1-14)
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5 new testament trinity
early 20th century Russian 8 ⅞˝ x 7˝

ere are various traditions in the depiction of the trinity. some
iconographers place the son on the left of the father, others on the
right as shown here. e holy spirit in the form of a dove hovers
above, creating a triangle, and is portrayed within the frame of a
triangle, another popular symbol of the trinity. e background
upon which all three are placed is of gold leaf. e decorative bor-
ders around the icon are representative of a late 18th-century style
popular in the st. petersburg school. 

e four greek letters in the aura around the head of Jesus (alpha,
omega, omicron, nu) are the first letters of the phrase “e one
who is,” which corresponds to god's declaration of his name: ‘i
am at i am.’ (exodus 3:14 KJV) in his hand, Jesus holds the
gospel book and a cross. note that though both robes flow as if
to hide the feet, as was usual in depictions of the wealthy and regal,
the feet of both the father and the son are visible. e icons look
outward on the beholder, drawing the beholder into a relational
moment of seeing and being seen.

5

3, 26 e transfiguration of the lord (Preobrashenye Gospodnye)
3 late 19th or early 20th century Russian 8 ¾˝ x 7 ½˝
26 Mid-20th century greek 16˝ x 12˝

e subject title is written in slavonic characters on the left-hand
and right-hand side. christ is depicted here in raiment “white as
the light,” with the appearance of his countenance altered. he is
flanked on either side by Moses and elijah, accompanied by his
“inner circle” of disciples peter, James, and John (below). Jesus
stands on the mountain-top, the lord of the living and the dead,
contained within a geometrical figure called a “pentacle,” the
source of the divine energies that are represented by rays of light

emanating from him and illuminating the whole scene – not by
casting shadows but by penetration. “is is my son, the
Beloved; listen to him,” the voice says from above (Mark 9:7).
Because of this intense use of light, it is an orthodox tradition
that the transfiguration must be the first subject for novice
iconographers to write, so that christ can shine his light into
their hearts and inspire them to surrender their skills to the guid-
ance of the holy spirit.

5
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6 e Resurrection 
(Bogoyavlenie i voskresine ‘god-appearing in Resurrection’)
Mid-19th century Russian 9 ¾˝ x 9˝ 

this Russian icon of christ’s descent into hades is commonly
called in greek ‘Anastasis’ and in old english the ‘harrowing
of hell.’ 

in the lower-left corner are the jaws of hell from which adam
and eve and all those who are saved emerge, winding upward
toward the gates of paradise (upper-right corner), which are
guarded by the six-winged seraph depicted in red. 

we see Melchizedek, Moses (with tablets), Jeremiah, Rachel,
King david (with scroll), and others, all led by John the fore-
runner. (note the haloes on figures from the old testament as
well as the new.) as they approach paradise to the upper right,
they meet enoch and elijah. we also see, halfway up on the left-
hand side, the archangel Michael beating the devil; near him
are the spears and helmets of the sleeping or terrified Roman sol-
diers at the tomb. in the upper center appears christ in mid-air
above the empty tomb and the shroud. next to this section are
the three Marys speaking with an angel (upper left). christ is
shown twice: descending into hell and ascending into heaven.
Many details of the event, scarcely referred to in the new testa-
ment, are based on the 3rd century apocryphal and today
little-known Gospel of Nicodemus. 

“and he gave me this sign of the cross saying, carry this, and go
to paradise; and if the angel who is the guard of paradise will not
admit thee, shew him the sign of the cross, and say unto him:
Jesus christ who is now crucified, hath sent me hither to thee.”
(Gospel of Nicodemus 20:11)

7 e holy gerasimos and the lion
19th century Russian 10 ¼˝ x 8 ½˝

st. gerasimos of the Jordan was born in lycia, cappadocia, in
asia Minor. according to tradition, he went out into the Judean
desert where, as an anchorite, he established a monastic commu-
nity and lived an austere ascetical life in a cave. e monastery
was not a building as we know it, but a grouping of caves in the
side of a hill that overlooked the Jordan River. e cave of st.
gerasimos has been preserved and is still in use. a story is told
of the holy gerasimos that one day he encountered a lion which
had a thorn in its paw. he removed the thorn and the lion,
which he named Jordan, became his companion. 
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8 e ree-handed Mother of god (Troyerutchitsa)
late 19th century Russian 9 ⅝˝ x 8 ⅝˝

is icon is patterned after its prototype in a serbian monastery
on Mount athos. e icon portrays a miracle that occurred in
the 9th century at the time of the second iconoclast controversy.
a local caliph ordered a monk, John damascene (d. ca.780), to
have his hand cut off because his zealous veneration of holy icons
was considered treasonous. some hours after his hand was cut off,
the monk asked the caliph for the severed limb. it is said that he
placed the limb in its natural position on his body as he lay pros-
trate before an icon of the Virgin, begging her to heal him. he
fell asleep and upon awaking his hand was restored to him whole.
an icon in silver was fashioned of his severed hand and placed
before the icon of the Virgin; some iconographers became con-
fused and represented this silver hand as one of the Virgin’s own,
originating the tradition of the ree-handed Mother of god.

9 e forty Martyrs of sebaste
19th century greek 10 ½˝ x 8 ½˝

is is a very popular subject in the world of iconography.
sebaste is the present-day sivas, located in turkey. tradition
relates that these forty men, martyred under the emperor
licinius (reigned ca. 308-324), were centurions who were part
of a Roman cohort. upon discovery by a commander that they
were christian, they were gathered together and given a choice
to renounce christ as their lord and god (an act of apostasy)
or to give witness to Jesus christ and be killed. e men were
made to strip to the waist and stand in an ice-cold lake all night
and in the morning they were to be put to death.

e right side of the icon shows the moment of choice for two of
the centurions. in the foreground one, having set down his helmet
and spear, is in the process of stripping off his cloak to prepare to
enter the water. tradition identifies him as st. candidus (d. 287).
Beyond him another centurion is depicted leaving the lake and
entering the warmth of the bathhouse, indicating his choice to
deny christ and thus saving his life in this world. 

e icon allows the power of the actions of the faithful centu-
rions to preach to us today the words of our lord: “ose who
lose their life for my sake, and for the sake of the gospel, will
save it.” (Mark 8:35) it reminds us that there is one for whom
it is worth dying.
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10 e Resurrection of christ surrounded by 
twelve liturgical feasts of his life
19th century Russian 12˝ x 10 ½˝

easter is the principle liturgical feast of all christian denomina-
tions. during the cycle of the liturgical year all worship finds its
origin in easter. ere are varying opinions among the orthodox
churches as to which feasts constitute the twelve liturgical feasts of
the life of Jesus. e purpose of the liturgical icon is not to mark
the passage of time, but rather to celebrate and understand more
fully the entire mystery of christ, from his incarnation through his
passion, resurrection and ascension.

11 e foot washing
late 19th century Russian 12˝ x 10˝

is subject is very unusual and seldom found in eastern
iconography. is particular icon exhibits a double kovcheg,
which is indicative of the greater accomplishment of the icono-
grapher, who worked the wood to create one border within
another. additionally, the double kovcheg was traditionally used
to signify the importance of the subject matter. as the border
signifies the importance of the subject, so, too, its depiction out-
of-doors indicates this event being of great significance, a
convention of eastern iconography.

other curious features of this icon are the presence of a rooster
standing on the top of a wall, and a cloth that connects the two
towers. it has been suggested that these two elements may be later
additions. another feature is the use of inverse perspective, as seen
in the foreground where the disciples are seated on a bench that
is slanted outward toward the beholder. e use of this method
allows the iconographer to depict parts of a scene in fuller detail
than the use of traditional perspective would allow. 

an account of Jesus washing the feet of his disciples is found in
the gospel according to John. (13:1-17) is icon focuses on the
moment when peter objects to having Jesus wash his feet. e
attention and eyes of Jesus are focused on peter, creating a sense
of relationship, intimacy and exchange. e position and focus of
eyes and position of heads of the other disciples all draw the eye
of the beholder toward Jesus and peter. e dynamic movement
of action and interaction invite the worshipper into this moment.



12 e Mother of god of Kazan or our lady of Kazan 
(Kazanskaya)
early 20th century Russian 4 ⅜˝ x 3 ½˝

is icon is written on a kovcheg set within a kiot (shadow box).
e frame is wood with gold leaf. e inscription reads in cyril-
lic, “e Most holy Mother of god.” e Mother of god of
Kazan is a variant of the greek Hodegetria, which depicts Mary
as the one who points the way (hodos) to her son, who is himself
the way, the truth and the life. e maphorion (a shaped mantle
used as a head covering or scarf ) around Mary’s head indicates
her piety and humility. e letters around the head of Jesus sig-
nify his name in greek: Iesous Khristos (ic + Xc). 

e original of this icon appeared in the city of Kazan in 1579,
where it was dug up on July 8th on the site of a devastating fire.
e icon accompanied the Russian troops who liberated
Moscow from the polish invasion in october, 1612. after 1612
it was moved to the Kremlin palace in Moscow, and then to st.
petersburg (petrograd) in 1710 under tsar peter i, where in
1811 the great Kazan cathedral was constructed. e original
of the icon or a copy was used to bless Russian soldiers fighting
napoleon in 1812 and again during world war ii. in 1922 its
precious and valuable ochlad was publicly surrendered under
compulsion to the Bolsheviks in order to fund the army, and on
august 12, 1922 the Metropolitan Venyamin of petrograd was
shot defending the icon. it is now located in the Vladimir cathe-
dral at st. petersburg, having been transferred there in 1932.

13 e faces of the ree holy patriarchs in heaven
late 17th century Russian 13 ⅛˝ x 10 ¾˝

is icon is a double kovcheg. e intention is to depict the his-
torical ancestry and spiritual lineage of the ree holy patriarchs
in a symbolic way, implying the unity of the human race as well
as the unity of the old and new testaments. e scene is
depicted out-of-doors, signifying the importance of the theme.
e inverse perspective of the bench upon which the patriarchs
are seated tilts them forward toward the beholder. abraham is
seated in the center, with his son isaac to his right and grandson
Jacob to his left. each holds the images of two figures near his
heart, possibly standing for all his sons. in the margin on each
side are two figures. e figure on the left is an icon of the ‘angel
who saves us.’ in Russian spirituality there is a belief that an
angel is created for each soul, to assist and care for it. e figure
in the darker garment and head-covering appears to be human.

e traditional burial tombs of the ree patriarchs are located
at hebron. is icon may have been written for distribution to
pilgrims who visited there.

9
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15 e Baptism of christ
Mid-20th century greek 16 ½˝ x 13˝

e inverse perspective of the banks of the Jordan River draws the
beholder into the waters of baptism, creating a sense that christ
stands with the beholder and the waters flow around and over
them. e conventional depiction of mountains is employed, cre-
ating a sense of the waters pouring from them. in the waters there
are sea monsters, implying that Jesus is lord and master over all cre-
ation, including the monsters of the sea. iconography at the
orthodox baptistery at Ravenna shows that the early practice of
the church was to baptize adults in the nude; for modesty’s sake
men and women were baptized in separate groups. e iconogra-
pher positions the legs of Jesus so as to hide his genitals, thus
delicately honoring his humility.

16 e exaltation of the cross
textile: metallic embroidery on cloth
late 18th century Russian 22˝ x 42˝

as with any genre of art, ecclesiastical embroidery has its own spe-
cial figurative language. it differs from the language of the icon in
that it is simpler and more laconic. for example, ancient embroi-
derers most often used only two colors of floss (three in the very
large works) for faces and other exposed parts of the body (light
and shade). sometimes they used only one color for the face, but
their works are no less expressive. it is very unusual to find an
embroidered icon with metallic threads such as we see here. 

is unique piece was recovered by professor wright from a pile
of discarded materials awaiting pick-up by the trash collector in
chelsea, new york; he found the red wood frame at general sem-
inary. he restored the frame and mounted the embroidered cloth.

e feast of the exaltation of the cross is one of the great
feasts in the orthodox church. on this day the faithful make
dedication to the crucified lord and pledge their faithfulness to
him by making prostrations at the feet of the lord on the life-
creating cross. 

in this icon the saints are themselves lifting up the cross of
christ. in the gospel according to John, Jesus says, “and just
as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the
son of Man be lifted up, that whoever believes in him may have
eternal life.” (3:14-15) e striking beauty of this icon comem-
orates and perhaps evokes the lifting up of christ to all who
behold and venerate it. 
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17 christ Pantokrator (“Ruler of all”)
late 18th century Russian 14 ⅞˝ x 13 ¼˝

is icon is set in a kiot (shadow box) with an elaborate jeweled
ochlad (a metal cover) studded with river pearls. ere is a red ruby-
like stone set in the center of the aura around Jesus, and three layers
of gold leaf form a multiple kovcheg. e face of Jesus is similar to
one of the earliest greek mosaics from 1150, found in Russian
iconography from the 16th century. christ holds up his right hand
in blessing, crimping his fingers in the traditional manner that cre-
ates the initials of his name in greek. in his left hand he holds a
book of the gospels. e gospel verse on the sacred page is from
Matthew 11:28-29 (KJV). “come unto me, all ye that labor and
are heavy laden and i will give you rest. take my yoke upon you,
and learn of me; for i am meek and lowly in heart.” 

17
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18 st. george slaying the dragon
late 19th century greek 3 ¾˝ x 2 ¾˝

according to tradition, st. george (ca. 275/281-303) was a
Roman soldier and priest in the guard of diocletian who is ven-
erated as a christian martyr in the Roman catholic, anglican,
eastern orthodox and oriental orthodox churches and in
islam. today both christians and Muslims in the holy land
make an annual pilgrimage to st. george’s shrine in lod (lydda)
near tel aviv.

st. george is immortalized in the story of the slaying of the
dragon. e earliest known depiction of the legend, brought
back with the crusaders, is from early 11th century cappadocia.
he symbolizes the human soul as a cosmic warrior, mastering
the lower forces in his nature: controlling the horse – instinctive
strength and power – with a bridle; pinning the dragon (satan)
with a spear to the ground.

19 st. pantaleon 
(Panteleimon ‘all-compassionate’ or ‘Mercy for everyone’)
Modern Russian 15 ¾˝ x 11 ½˝

st. pantaleon lived in the late 3rd century (ca. 275-303). his
name is related to the greek word for ‘mercy,’ as in the liturgical
phrase ‘Kyrie eleison.’ he was a pagan physician who converted

to christianity and dedicated his life to caring for the sick and
suffering. he was martyred under the emperor Maximian, for
whom he had been a court physician, but was condemned for
his faith. st. pantaleon has been known as the patron saint of
physicians since the 3rd century and is depicted here with a
medicine chest.

20 Mother and child with selected saints
pendent cross icon with hinged door
20th century ethiopian 3 ½˝ x 2 ½˝

in the 4th century frumentius, a young syrian christian, rose
to the position of advisor to the royal ethiopian court of the
Kingdom of aksum. he became the first bishop of the
ethiopian orthodox church and is venerated as Abba Salama
(‘father of peace’). over the following centuries, the orthodox
church was a unifying force among the diverse populations in
ethiopia and eritrea. e impact of a widely circulated engrav-
ing, based on an icon in the Basilica of santa Maria Maggiore in
Rome, has proved particularly long-lasting.

e interior contains an icon on both sides and a hinged door.
e writing of this cross reflects the somewhat abstract and dis-
tant tradition of iconography of the ethiopian church. it was
probably made to be worn rather than handled.

21 Benediction cross
late 19th or early 20th century 15 ¼˝ x 8˝

a blessing cross is a hand cross held by a priest or bishop in east-
ern christianity when he gives a benediction. e blessing cross
is kept on the holy table (altar) and used at certain moments
during the liturgy, most noticeably at the dismissal when the
priest holds it in his right hand as he gives the final blessing. after
the dismissal all of the faithful come forward to kiss the cross.
is cross, as is common, has an image of the crucifixion of Jesus
on it; at the top, cyrillic letters abbreviate “Jesus christ, King of
the Jews.” on the cross bar is the abbreviation of the greek
spelling of Jesus christ. a medieval tradition, which still contin-
ues today, held that the cross was raised over the geographical
burial-place of adam and eve; many crucifixes used in orthodox
and Roman catholic countries show the skull and crossbones.

22 e falling asleep of the Blessed Virgin 
(the Dormition or Koimêsis)
hammered silver repoussé (raised design)
early 20th century greek 2 ¼˝ x 2˝

Beautifully depicted on the icon is the visit to the Virgin by the
archangel gabriel, who foretold her approaching death. e 

eotokos (“god-bearer”) returned to her home and prepared for
this event, praying at the same time that the apostles should be
notified. John is said to have been the first to arrive in a mirac-
ulous way, followed by all the rest. finally the lord himself
appeared in his divine glory, escorted by myriad angels, and took
her all-holy soul, wrapped in swaddling clothes like a newborn
babe, into his arms to transport it to heaven.

e tradition of the Dormition can be traced back to greek and
eastern writings of the 4th and 5th century and might be as
early as the 2nd century. Mary is always depicted surrounded by
the apostles. in the  anglican communion the falling asleep
of the Blessed Virgin Mary is commemorated on august 15. 

in the collect from the episcopal Book of common prayer for
the day, we pray: “o god, you have taken to yourself the
blessed Virgin Mary, mother of your incarnate son: grant that
we, who have been redeemed by his blood, may share with her
the glory of your eternal kingdom; through Jesus christ our
lord, who lives and reigns with you, in the unity of the holy
spirit, one god, now and forever. amen.”
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23 all-holy sweet Kissing Virgin (Panagia Glykophilousa)
partly covered by a silver ochlad (or risa)
late 19th century greek 2 ¼˝ x 2˝

e icon depicts the Virgin Mary caressing her son; they appear to
be kissing. e child caresses her cheek while she seems sad, per-
haps in contemplation of his coming passion. Panagia means
‘all-holy.’ e icon is similar in theme to the Virgin of tenderness
(Eleousa) in which the Mother is accepting the affection demon-
strated by the christ child.

this finely made tiny icon was discovered by professor wright
in chelsea, new york, and purchased in a flea market about fif-
teen years ago.

“erefore the lord himself will give you a sign. look, a virgin
shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name immanuel.”
(isaiah 7:14)

25 silver casket Reliquary
christ entombed, depicted on its removable lid; 
the base is footed 
late 19th century Russian 2 ½˝ x 1 ¾˝ x 1 ½˝

is chasse or box reliquary uses a shape commonly seen in
medieval metalwork for reliquaries and other containers; the form
resembles a casket or tomb. e function of this piece is to hold a
relic of a saint, who is understood to lie asleep with christ. e lid
of the reliquary can be removed to place a relic within. e detailed
engraving on such a small piece is very fine. 

23
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27 Menology
early 19th century Russian 20˝ x 17˝ 

is icon is a liturgical calendar which lists saints and their festival
days with forty-eight miracle-working icons of Mary. 

e first Russian icon menology (calendar of months) was painted
in the 15th century, and they were fairly common from then on.
Most depict one month (or two, if the icon is double-sided), but
the most elaborate serve as a calendar for an entire year in minute
detail. e central image in such an icon depicts the resurrection
surrounded by smaller icons of the twelve great feast days. is is
further surrounded by the calendar of saints, starting with the
upper-left quadrant (september). 

with one saint for each day, they are often so small that it can be
nearly impossible to see the individual faces and names of each.
Most of these groups are for saints of one month. e outer cir-
cumference depicts many wonder-working icons of Mary, of
which there are hundreds. (which icons are to be selected may be
the choice of the iconographer or the patron/owner.) at the top
of this icon is a depiction of the holy trinity, to the right the
Mother of god as the Burning Bush, to the left the Mother of
god as the Joy of all who sorrow, and at the bottom, the Mother
of god of unexpected Joy.

24 st. nicholas
oval hammered and deeply cut in silver
early 20th century greek 2 ½˝ x 2˝

saint nicholas of Myra (270-343) is a popular subject for iconog-
raphers. he is depicted as a bishop, often wearing the omophorion
(a vestment of a bishop) and mitre and holding a gospel. he was
a historic 4th-century christian saint and greek Bishop of Myra
in lycia. Because of the many miracles attributed to his interces-
sion, he is also known as nikolaos the wonder-worker. he had a
reputation for secret gift-giving, such as putting coins in the shoes
of those who left them out for him, and thus became the model
for santa claus. iconographically, st. nicholas is depicted as an
elderly man with a short, full white fluffy beard and balding head.
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